
NSIN creates new  
communities of innovators.
NSIN brings together defense, 
academic, and early-stage venture 
communities to solve DoD problems.

NSIN is helping to build  
a more innovative DoD.
Our programs help transform 
emerging technology into 
warfighting capabilities.

A New Model for National Security Innovation

The National Security Innovation Network is a Department of Defense program office that leverages new networks  
of innovators to solve national security problems through three main lines of effort: National Service, Collaboration, 
and Acceleration.

NATIONAL SERVICE
Creates new models and pathways 
to service for those wishing to serve 
without having to put on a uniform, 
ensuring that generational and 
cultural differences are not barriers.

COLLABORATION
Facilitates collision events that 
connect service members with 
academic and venture partners  
to develop and prototype new 
service member driven solutions. 

ACCELERATION
Offers programs that promote 
the development and growth of 
dual-use ventures that respond to 
service members’ needs. 

Changing the Way the Department of Defense Solves Problems

NSIN is making difference.
This is a truly amazing story of collaboration between a  
small, disruptive technology company and the government,”  
John Goolgasian, Geospark Analytics chief operating officer. 

We have stripped away typical government bureaucracy and 
empowered the expertise of [innovators] to both move forward 
effectively and expediently. We are rapidly increasing our 
technical knowledge and application acumen to unlocking 
the future—all through collaboration!” USMC’s NavalX SoCal 
Tech Bridge Director Lt. Col. Brandon Newell.

NSIN is active across the nation.
NSIN is headquartered in Arlington, VA, and 
our Regional Network Team operates globally, 
with Regional Directors stationed across eleven 
regions in the United States, and University 
Program Directors embedded in 17 leading 
research institutions and counting.

NSIN collaborates with major  
research universities.
NSIN’s network reaches students at  
71 universities. Our programming provides 
students and faculty with problem-solving 
opportunities and pathways to national service.

NSIN helps solve national security problems by connecting  
people and resources outside the Department of Defense (DoD). 
Together, the communities of defense, academia and early-stage 
venture communities will drive the innovations that help us realize 
the better, safer, stronger world we want to build.

NSIN is dedicated to bringing together defense, 
academic and entrepreneurial innovators.

For more information, contact  

NSIN.MIL

http://www.NSIN.MIL
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